28 Days to an Informed Decision
PHASE Seven Evaluation and Consultation

Dr. Keith Brautigam
Kelly Smith
Student: ________________________
Evaluator: ________________________

I. Vocal Technique (posture, breathing/support, production, tonal clarity/color,
space, freedom, resonance, registration)
1
2
3
4
5

= Beginner level – did not understand techniques and was not regularly applying them.
= Natrual level – did not fully understand techniques but applied them somewhat naturally.
= Moderate level – Understood some techniques which were being moderately applied.
= Moderately-High – Understood techniques and was applying them somewhat regularly.
= Advanced – Understood techniques and was applying them at high level for this stage.

A. Evaluation of technique strengths/weaknesses AT START of 28-day program.
2

1. Posture/Breath Support = ____
Kelly, what a rich and warm voice you possess, with much potential for excellent singing ahead!
You began our sessions with a relatively nice posture, but with shoulders that tend to droop
forward, thus lowering the sternum and causing the ribcage to lack the needed expansion for
good breath support. This type of posture was not giving your voice the support it needed to
maintain the richness of your sound from vowel to vowel, throughout the extent of your range and
to the end of phrases. Because of this, while we would recognize the beautiful quality of your
instrument, tensions would often hinder that quality being maintained from note-to-note and
phrase to phrase.

2
2. Phonation (energy, balance, and freedom in tonal production) = ____

With your posture somewhat hindering your ability to prepare a full and substantive breath under
each tone, the "breath hookup" was not as engaged as needed. Because of this, you could hear
some air in the quality upon initiation of the tone...and then as you were challenged with longer
phrases and higher singing, the tone got a bit more tense and thin.
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3

3. Tonal Quality (clarity, space, and color) = ____
Your tone has a natural warmth and richness that will serve you well in the future! That will only
grow as you build more foundational techniques of articulator release and breath support. The
emphasis on pure, tall, and lifted vowel production will also aid in bringing the tone consistently
forward...as you tend to allow the soft palate to drop and certain vowels become either muffled or
slightly nasal.

4
4. Intonation (tuning of the voice throughout the range) = ____
Kelly, you have an excellent ear, which is a very important gift to singers! Only occasionally do I
hear a bit of off-center pitches...which usually occur at the outer limits of your range and on
certain vowels during register transitions.

2
5. Resonance (focus and presence of tone) = ____

You are doing many things well. And, since your voice has a natural warmth, you can tend to
"enjoy" that a bit too much when you need to be purifying vowels and bringing them forward. The
voice also needs to maintain "above the hand" singing so the tone never really feels like it is
flowing out of your mouth, but actually being drawn "into" your mouth and coming finding a point
in the mask.

1
6. Registration (blending the voice through register transition points) = ____

This is an technique you are just learning. The forward resonance of the vowels combined with
disciplined freedom and stillness of the larynx will enable you to build a consistency through the
register transitions (called the "passagio"). This is an area in which you will grow in a big way
with continued study and practice.
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2
7. Diction (clarity, purity, and articulation of vowels and consonants) = ____

Because a more "back" sound is natural to you, you must work on vowel purity and forward
production. As you coincide this with dramatic intention, your work to clarify diction will not only
build projection and spin of the sound, but will enable textual understanding at a level you have
not yet realized.

B. Evaluation of technique strengths/weaknesses AT COMPLETION of 28-day program.
1
2
3
4
5

= Beginner level – did not understand techniques and was not regularly applying them.
= Natrual level – did not fully understand techniques but applied them somewhat naturally.
= Moderate level – Understood some techniques which were being moderately applied.
= Moderately-High – Understood techniques and was applying them somewhat regularly.
= Advanced – Understood techniques and was applying them at high level for this stage.

4
1. Posture/Breath Support = ____
Kelly, you grasped posture and breathing concepts well in our time together. You still need to
build strength to enable the intercostal muscles to maintain rib expansion through entire phrases.
Don't let them collapse during the phrase. The breath energy has dramatically increased,
building a MUCH more consistent open throated and warm tone into the upper range. You are
well on the way here, and your understanding of the muscles and actions of breathing are really
paying off. You are building a good foundation!

3
2. Phonation (energy, balance, and freedom in tonal production) = ____

The new breath foundation you are beginning to build is making a significant difference in the
spin, phonatory energy, and spin of the tone. Keep working to fully trust the breath and freedom
on the initiation of the tone, resisting the urge to tighten the jaw and stretch the neck at any time,
but especially for tones that challenge the outer limits of the range.
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4
3. Tonal Quality (clarity, space, and color) = ____
Kelly, your voice already had a lovely warmth...but now is opening up even more as you
consistently lift the soft palate, release any tongue tension, and bring vowels forward and tall.
You are well on your way here!

4
4. Intonation (tuning of the voice throughout the range) = ____
A strength! Keep working to trust the breath and maintain freedom of production to the very end
of phrases so your endurance is maintained and pitches retain their tuning and spin.

4
5. Resonance (focus and presence of tone) = ____
The techniques we were able to implement to find vowel purity and height have really brought the
voice much more forward and resonant. A key to continued growth here is tongue and jaw
freedom...which will allow your voice to naturally spin and focus in the mask. Good!

3
6. Registration (blending the voice through register transition points) = ____

This is just starting and you are now beginning to grasp the concepts of vowel closure during
passagio transitions. Remember the hour glass. Brava. This is an area that will continue to
grow across varying genres and your skill in this will need time and numerous vocalize work and
song applications to really master it. Good start using the vocalizes we have done together.
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2
7. Diction (clarity, purity, and articulation of vowels and consonants) = ___

The voice has grown in purity of production via the disciplined tallness and forwardness of vowel
production. This has also allowed consonants to be more crisp. Using certain consonants like
the m, n, and ng can help build both the resonance and forward clarity of production. Keep
rolling!

C. Summary of observed vocal technical growth
Kelly, you have grown incredibly over these past 28 days! Your grasp of posture, breathing,
phonation, resonance, and diction have enabled a very clear progress that speaks to your hard
work and ability to grasp significant vocal skills and concepts. This says much about your work
ethic as well, and your ability to encounter a growing number of challenges ahead culminating in
excellent performances.

D. Projection of future vocal technique growth with continued study.
As you lock in with a good teacher at the next level, you can expect to hear your voice build on
the natural space and warmth you already possess. As your breath support gets stronger, you
trust freedom of production more, you continue energizing vowel purity and lift with natural
space, you encounter more vocalize work that builds facility throughout your range, and you are
challenged with a wide variety of literature that stretches you, you have demonstrated that you
are well-equipped to take on the challenges a university vocal major will present.

II.

Primary music skills
1 = Basic level – needing careful learning and attention
2 = Starting to develop – intensify work in this area
3 = Average level for this stage
4 = Above average for this stage
5 = Advanced for this stage
4
A. Pitch Center = ___

You have a fine ear and sing in the center of pitches with excellent regularity.
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B. Tonal Memory = ___

You are able to remember pitch patterns quite well. This will grow as you take music theory
and ear training. You're in a good place.

2
C. Key Center and Understanding = ___
Continue to work on knowing your keys, accidentals, and intervals. Again, you are well
positioned to enter theory class and do well.

3
D. Rhythmic Understanding and Accuracy = ___

This is a BIG area in which to focus. I suggest continuing to challenge yourself with rhythmic
exersizes. You might even want to take up playing a brass instrment or even take some
drum lessons, as rhythm is one of the biggest challenges singers face...so would pay off.
3
E. Sight-Reading = ___

Do some of this EVERY DAY. You will get better and better at it, and is a strong key to
being a professional. You are in a relatively good place...but need to progress more.
Suggest have your voice teacher and/or piano teacher incorporate it into lessons.

3
F. Speed of Learning = ___

You learn music quite quickly. Be sure to always learn all notes and rhythms accurately the
first time so you don't ever have to re-learn. Be meticulous in learning the right notes and
rhythms, and be careful of imitating recordings.

3
G. Overall musical confidence = ___
In our time together, you went from a 2 to a 3. Good! As you build your technical freedom,
support and tonal release, and as you continue developing your dramatic characters, there
are great days of singing and performing ahead! Keep being confident in your talent!

III.

Supportive skills (piano, drums, other instruments, acting, dance)
Your junior high piano lessons have been VERY helpful to you. I HIGHLY suggest picking
those back up again...and with a teacher that will build in music theory, if at all possible.
I also suggest taking acting or dance, or both. These will give you a gigantic advantage at
the next level, especially in your comfort of performing in front of others.
Finally, if you could take just one semester or summer of drum lessons (snare especially)
where you are forced to read rhythms, that will be an incredible help to your future singing
and career...no matter whether in performance or teaching or other.
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IV.

“Over-the-top” skills (phrasing, diction, dramatic delivery, demeanor, tonal color,
stylistic acuity, audience engagement, etc.)
Here is where you need to focus more. We are drawn into your singing as you shape
phrases dynamically, emphasize syllables according to stress and meaning, and bring color
to your voice through dramatic intent. You are starting to do this a bit, but are still singing
songs more "correctly" than "intently." This will grow with experience, but you will want to
pay close attention to these things as it is the difference between a dry and a brilliant
performance.

V.

Practice Habits and Efficacy
A. Use of vocalization to address technical development
Be sure not to short-change your work on vocalizes. these are a critical part of your
development. They are making a very nice difference in your singing especially i the areas
of resonance, breath hookup, and registration. Good!

B. Accurate and thorough learning of songs
As mentioned earlier, be careful of learning songs only through a recording. Be sure to play
notes and rhythms - and learn them correctly the first time.

C. Consistency/faithfulness
You have demonstrated that hard work is not a bad thing...and that you are willing to tackle
the difficult for the ultimate reward. Good! This says wonderful things about you and your
future as a musician!

D. Effective use of time
Be sure to balance your time well between vocalization and songs. Don't jump into the
songs too early. Also, work to be more vigilant in fixing any and all wrong pitches and/or
rhythms right away, so they don't become ingrained the wrong way.

E. Attitude
Kelly, I love your attitude! You bring a pleasant, can-do attitude to each lesson. Brava!
This is a critical personality trait and discipline to your future as a singer/musician. Always
be a learner!
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VI.

Personality – Considering answers to the questionnaire, combined
with the 28-Day work/lessons, the qualities of the singer’s personality
and individuality that are both evident and may be enhanced, as well
as lead to understanding regarding career direction.
As I evaluated your survey and spent our sessions together, there are a number of things
that pop out.
1. You love the challenge that singing brings, and you are motivated from within to tackle
those challenges and become better each day.
2. You are comfortable getting up in front of others, and are even energized by it.
3. You enjoy a wide variety of genres, especially musical theater and classical singing.
4. Your voice has a quality that engages people. They enjoy hearing what you offer.
5. Your engaging personality comes naturally to the fore as you sing.
6. You want you singing to make a difference in people's lives. In other words, you are not
content to just perform, but to transform through your music.
7. You are always singing or humming!

See next page for “career fit” recommendations.
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VII.

Career “Best Fit” Recommendations
Most Probable Successful/Enjoyable Careers Based on the 28-Day Program:
Primary: careers that would seem to be ideal considering all factors
Secondary: careers that may be suitable with maturity of voice/education
Inclusive: areas that may serve as supplemental income or possible career expansion
Primary
X
X
___
Classical Performance (opera, concert)
________
X
X
___ Teacher of Singing
________
X
X
___
Musical Theater Performance
________
___ Musical Theater Stage Direction
________
___ Theater Stage Manager
________
___ Opera Stage Direction
________
___ Jazz Performance/Creation
________
___ Choral Singer
________
___ Choral Conducting
________
X
X
___
Music Education (primary/middle)
________
X
X
___
Music Education (high school)
________
X
X
___ Music Therapy
________
___ Worship Leadership/Participation
________
___ Commercial/Session Singer/Voice-Overs ________
___ Rock Performance
________
___ Pop Performance
________
___ Arts Administration/Advocacy
________
___ Music Industry
________
___ Composer/Songwriter
________
___ Professional Opera Chorus
________
___ Theme Parks/Cruise Ships
________

VIII.

Secondary
________
________
________
X
________
________
X
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
X
________
________

Inclusive
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
X
________
X
________
________
________
________
X
________
X
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
X
________

Strategies for future success
Kelly, you are on a very nice trajectory! Keep going in your voice lessons, piano lessons,
and the other possible study recommendations listed above. You have much to give on the
performance stage, but also in many other ways. If you were not to pursue a performance
career, your personality and love for others would lend itself wonderfully to music therapy
as well. You are well on your way and have delightful abilities to continue developing toward
a very successful career, with continued diligence, practice, and training.
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IX.

Final Thoughts and Considerations
You have a been a great delight to work with Kelly.
You are a talented young lady with a bright future. You can most certainly apply your
abilities to a number of music majors/careers, as indicated. Your love and acumen
regarding performance can most certainly be a direction you may desire and be
well-equipped to pursue. However, your love for making a difference in others lives with
your music (which you will do in performance as well), could lead well toward a career in
music education, therapy, or voice teaching. All of these will take hard work and
commitment, addressing many of the areas I have mentioned - which seams to be
something you are willing and ready to undertake!
I hope the feedback given here has given you an idea of the areas needing
improvement/attention.
Pay special attention to the comments regarding piano, theory, rhythm, and acting and/or
dance. Any work in these areas will pay off in a huge way in preparation for your
upcoming auditions and work.
Blessings on your continued singing and pursuits!

Thank you for the opportunity of providing this evaluation for you and for enrolling in the
28-Days Program. Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you should need any further
clarification or input regarding the given comments and/or recommendations.
I wish you all the very best in your future singing, career training and pursuits!
Sincerely,

Keith Brautigam

_________________________________________________
Dr. Keith Brautigam
Majoring in Voice and 28 Days founder
Email: keith@majoringinvoice.com
PH: 765-507-0305

